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H O W  T O  S E L L  U S I N GB U Y  S W A P  S E L L  G R O U P S  

SELLING IN- Facebook Groups -

GUIDE TO



Imagine if... 

Imagine if you could write up a post, so freaking good that your
DM's blew up with message requests from buyers!

Imagine if you could get your products noticed by people all
Australia (or even the world!) with ease!

Lucky for you,
I created this guide, on selling in facebook
groups to help you achieve all that and more!

Imagine if you all you had to do to get sales, was hang out on
faceook.

Keep reading my freind, I got you....
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Action Steps
20 groups per day, as 
often as you can be
bothered.. the more
you join, the more
exposure you'll get!

Join
if you haven't already. Your goal
from the groups, is not to get sales
in the comments, you want sales
on your page.

Set up
a facebook page, 

Take some time to watch
a youtube video if you
need on how to take
product photos with your
phone.

Photos are key!

to know before you start promoting.
Be sure to know not just item prices,
but get some postage quotes ready
too! People will be asking, don't make
them wait!

Pricing  is important to

Add products, share 
behind-the-scenes &
create posts that spark
community engagement.

Be active
on your page.

Use the "start discussion" feature,
rather than "sell an item" to share
your first post inside a group of your
choosing.

Write
your first sales pitch.

Just copy and paste what you wrote, and repeat the process of
"start discussion" inside the groups, using the script suggestions I
share with you on page 4 of this guide

Copy &Repeat in 10 or more groups per day,
as often as you can be bothered.
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The secret
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The secret to selling successfully in facebook groups, is not to get people saying 
"Yes please" in the comment section of your buy swap sell group post...

It's actually to get people curious enough to click on over to your business page,
so they can get familiar with your brand, and tap that big ol' like button, and turn
into a life long customer, who doesn't just say "me please" in a comment.. they
buy, they share, they come back!

That's done, by strategically posting, and not going in blindly with a super sale-sly
business post... yes.. you know them all too well *rolls eyes*

First up do me a favour, and actually do step one!
Follow at least 20 groups a day (by follow, I mean join). It's easy AF to do,
seriously, just start typing BSS in the search bar >> then groups....>> then wham
bam, thank you facebook. They will all start to appear.

You want to gain as much brand exposure as possible, and also.. NOT be one of
those regular people who's posts and non stop!

If you sell Australia wide ect, join groups auswide. If anyone comments "you're not
local" just politely explain you are online based, and cater auswide, however you
respect the preference of shopping locally.

Please note:  it's important to skim over the group rules, not ALL groups allow
businesses posts, or non locals.. so just be mindful, but don't be scared to try your
luck at a post and see if it is approved or not.

Ready for some sales scripts?
Let's do it!



10 Sales Script ideas!
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Grab __% OFF storewide. Hurry this won't stick around for long.
Visit [insert fb page] to get the details!

Looking for ___? We've got you covered! Head on over to 
[insert fb page] to see how we can help.

In need of some ____ in your life? Head on over to [insert fb
page] to get your hands on some today!

Looking for ___? We've got you covered! Head on over to 
[insert fb page] to see how we can help.

____ just landed  !! Hurry on over to [insert fb page] Be quick!
Limited stock is available.

How stunning is this!? Only ___ left, head to [insert fb page] to
snap up yours now.

Have you seen our ___? Check it out [insert fb page], it definitely
won't be around for long!

Need a gift for ____? We have a huge range of ____ which is
sure to impress. Head to [your fb page] to view the collection.

Calling all ____ don't miss our sale on ____
Visit [insert fb page] now.

Look what's new! Head to [insert fb page] to see them in detail.

https://emojipedia.org/eyes/

